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Table 1 Characteristics of patients we used
patient samples Tissue AIDS-diagnosis clinical-status
208 5/86,11/86,8/87,8/88,9/89, PBMC AIDS(6/90) death(9/93)
11/90,9/91,7/92 $(\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}. 12/85)$ (54 months after $\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}.$)($39$ months after AIDS diagnosis)
74 10/87,6/88,9/89,10/90 PBMC AIDS death(12/91)
$(\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}. 1984)$
6052 7 months before and 3,13,25, PBMC AIDS death
40 monts after AIDS diagnosis (40 months after AIDS diagnosis)
87 11/87,8/88,9/89,8/90 PBMC AIDS death(9/90)
$(\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}. 1984)$
495 11,23,35,44 and 56 months serum AIDS deterioration
after primary infection (55 months after primary infection)
39 8/88,6/89,3/90,11/90 PBMC AIDS(11/90) deterioralion
$(\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}. 10/87)$ (37 monffis after $\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}.$ )
82 1984,87,88,89,90 and 91 plasma AIDS(1991) asymptomatic
$(\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}. 1984)$ (7 years afler $\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}.$ )
113,22,33,46 and 59 months serum asymptomatic
after primary infection
23 7/93,6/94,9/95 $(\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}. 7/93)$ PBMC asymptomatic
5 3,9,23,34 and 47 months after $\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}$. PBMC asymptomatic
$\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{c}.$ , seroconversion, PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cells
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Fig. 1 Entropic chaos degree for V3 region of HIV-I infected patients.
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